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What are you looking for?

@21overlays @21overlays

Recommended conditions for applying vinyl
Before and after care of vinyl overlays
Eyelids (All car models)
Badge Overlays (select your relevant model)

Two Part Badge Overlay Kit: Hyundai, Toyota
Honda badge overlay
Subaru & Ford Badge Overlay

Subaru two tone badge overlay
Volkswagen radar front/rear

Tail light/reflectors/headlight overlays (All car models)
Honda inner tail light overlays
Third brake light overlays 

Fog light overlays (All car models)
Small Vinyl Overlays (select your relevant product)

Inlays and badge overlays for Audi. Ford ST/RS, Hyundai N
Volkswagen inlays and badge overlays

Strip Accent Overlays
Hyundai Splitter, Diffuser, Rear Bumper
Volkswagen Grill Dechrome/Blackout

Tesla Specific: 
Centre Console Overlay
Boot Trim Overlay
Full Tail Light Overlay.

Problems with install/vinyl or fitment

CLICK ON THE LINKS BELOW TO BE DIRECTED TO THE
RELEVANT PAGE:
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Can''t find instructions for what you have ordered? 

Email: admin@21overlays.com



CONDITIONS FOR VINYL APPLICATION

Apply in dry conditions.
The ideal temperature for application is between 15 and 25 degrees celsius.
21 Overlays Vinyl products are made with the highest quality and durability
Oracol vinyl designed specifically for car wrapping. 
Read your relevant product instructions for greater detail on application.

Thanks for purchasing a 21 Overlays vinyl product. Please follow the below
recommendations for best installation. 

BEFORE & AFTER CARE of Vinyl Overlays
BEFORE: Clean the areas where the vinyl will be applied thoroughly with soapy
water (dishwashing liquid and warm water) to remove any waxes and contaminants
and wipe dry. DO NOT use any car shampoo or detailing spray, this will cause
overlays to not adhere properly or peel off due to the substances in those designed
to repel dirt. 

AFTER: Our vinyl overlays are delicate and should be treated with care once
applied. When cleaning, avoid excessive pressure and take care around the edges
and corners.  Excessive spraying at the wrong angle may create failure points and
result in the overlay lifting at edges. An automatic car wash that uses brushes is not
recommended. Brushes may scratch the product or catch the products edge and
create a failure point.

Click to go back 
to contents



Pop the bonnet open. 
Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Decipher which eyelid is for each headlight and set aside. 
Spray the headlight with the soapy water. Peel the eyelid from the backing and
spray the adhesive side also with the soapy water. 
Place the eyelid in position, if not right, easily adjust by peeling up or moving
around with your hands. The soapy water will make this easier.
Once happy with the position use a vinyl squeegee to gently move the water
underneath outwards
Repeat the above steps on the other side. 
If water is still underneath, gently apply heat to absorb water and activate the
adhesive. The overlays must be completely dry before driving or may peel off. 
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

Eyelids are designed slightly larger to allow for ease when applying, tuck or trim
while fitting (folding under is shown in below video)
If Eyelids are not aligning, check they are not upside down and intended for that
headlight. 
Notice grooves in some eyelids to help guide placement on the car.

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish

washing liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped
around, heat gun or hair dryer. 

 
STEP BY STEP INSTALL:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

HAVING TROUBLE:
1.

2.

3.
 
 

Eyelid instructions
Recommended: Wet Installation

For best results we recommend that eyelids are 'wet applied. See
materials required for hit below 

Check out 
video for

 installation
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https://www.instagram.com/tv/Bai_NPclkf6/


Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Peel the underlay piece (Full oval) from the backing. Apply the underlay to the
badge, starting from the middle apply pressure with your finger and smooth out in a
circular motion moving further away from the centre as you go. 
If a crease appears, attempt to lift that section of the vinyl and smooth out. 
Peel the logo piece (Car emblem) from the backing with the help of the the clear
overlay position in the centre and smooth outwards again. 
Peel the clear overlay off to reveal final badge. 
To assist the vinyl in adhering lightly apply heat from a hair dryer or heat gun.
Use the vinyl squeegee to smooth and tuck vinyl where needed.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish washing

liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped around,
heat gun or hair dryer. 

 
STEP BY STEP INSTALL:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

 
 

Two Part Badge overlays
Recommended: Dry Installation

Instructions Compatible for Models: Hyundai & Toyota

Click to go back 
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Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Spray the badge generously with water. This will allow you to easily re adjust and
lift the vinyl if not placed correctly the first time. 
Peel the underlay piece from the backing. Apply the underlay to the badge, starting
from the middle apply pressure with your finger and smooth out in a circular motion
moving further away from the centre as you go. You can use a vinyl squeegee for
this step. 
Once you have just the edges remaining to tuck, use your fingers/vinyl squeegee
smoothing around the edge. Lightly apply heat from a heat gun to help guide any
arrow heads (areas where it hasn't stuck) adhering the vinyl down around the
edges of the badge. 
If a crease appears, attempt to lift that section of the vinyl and smooth out. 
Peel the logo piece (Car emblem) from the backing with the help of the the clear
overlay position in the centre and smooth outwards again. 
Peel the clear overlay off to reveal final badge. 
To assist the vinyl in adhering lightly apply heat from a hair dryer or heat gun.
Use the vinyl squeegee to smooth and tuck vinyl where needed.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish washing

liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped around,
heat gun or hair dryer. 

 
STEP BY STEP INSTALL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

 
 

honda Front & Rear Badge overlay

Click to go back 
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Recommended: Wet Installation
For best results we recommend the surface and underlay are sprayed

with water to ease fitment. 



Clean the area with warm soapy water to
remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more
information).
Peel the underlay piece (Full ovals) from the
backing. Apply the underlay to the badge,
starting from the middle apply pressure with
your finger and smooth out in a circular
motion moving further away from the centre
as you go. 
If a crease appears, attempt to lift that
section of the vinyl and smooth out. 
Peel the logo piece (Subaru star cut-out)
from the backing with the help of the the
clear overlay position on top of the underlay
smooth with squeegee/hands.
Peel the clear overlay off to reveal final
badge, with the chosen star colour shinning
through.
To assist the vinyl in adhering lightly apply
heat from a hair dryer or heat gun
Use the vinyl squeegee to smooth and tuck
vinyl where needed.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and
we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay
longevity. 

 
 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

 
 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish washing

liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped around,
heat gun or hair dryer. 

 

SUBARU TWO TONE Badge overlays
Recommended: Dry Installation

Subaru Two Tone Badge comes in 2 pieces.

Underlay

Logo

Click to go back 
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Clean the area with warm soapy water to
remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more
information).
Peel the overlay from the backing, position
and stick down, applying pressure to the
centre first. 
If a crease appears, attempt to lift that section
of the vinyl and smooth out. 
Gently smooth out the overlay from the centre
out using a circular motion. 
To assist the vinyl in adhering lightly apply
heat from a hair dryer or heat gun
Use the vinyl squeegee to smooth and tuck
vinyl where needed around edges. 
Contact us if you have made a mistake and
we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay
longevity. 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small
drop of baby shampoo or dish washing liquid),

vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a
microfibre cloth wrapped around, heat gun or hair

dryer. 
 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

 
 

SUBARU & FORD Badge overlays
Recommended: Dry Installation

Coloured Subaru and Ford Badge Overlays applied in 1 piece.

Click to go back 
to contents



Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
 Peel the large black circle from the white backing and position on badge. 
 Gently place the underlay over the badge, so it is just resting on the badge and
can be easily removed. If you are unhappy with its placement, simply pull it off
and re-centre.
When placing the circle over the badge, try and have an even 1-2mm around
the edge. Once happy with its placement, start rubbing with a circular motion
from the centre of the badge, slowly, working your way outwards.

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.
3.

4.

 
 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish

washing liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped
around, heat gun or hair dryer. 

 
OVERLAY KIT PIECES:

 
 

Volkswagen Radar badge Overlay
Recommended: Dry Installation

Instructions Compatible for Models: VW Radar Badge Overlay, Mk 8 Front &
Rear Polo AW Badge Front & Rear

UnderlayLogo/Emblem

Surround (Strip)

Continue on 
next page



STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
5. Gently apply pressure with your thumb to remove the air around the edges of the       
badge. 
6. Once smooth, work your finger around the edge of the badge to ensure it has
adhered to the badge. 

7.  Cover the chrome borderline around the outside of the badge, using the
surround. 
8. Centre it at the top of badge, once centred press down so it is secured. Trim any
excess or overlay at the bottom underside of the badge. 
9. Remove the VW Logo/Emblem from the backing and do your best to centre it on
the badge by just resting it on top and holding the edges of the clear overlay. 
10. If you are not happy with it simply readjust. Once it is in the correct position, using
the same circular motion as before rub from the inside of the badge outwards. 
11. Peel the clear overlay off to reveal the final badge. 
12. Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
13. View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

 
 

Volkswagen Radar badge Overlay
Recommended: Dry Installation

Compatible Products: VW Radar Badge Overlay, Mk 8 Front & Rear Polo AW
Badge Front & Rear



Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove
any dirt and dust (see before and after care of
vinyl overlays for more information)
Spray the surface with mild soapy water
Peel the overlay from the backing and spray the
adhesive side also with the soapy water. 
Place the overlay in position (take note of where
there are grooves/corners on the overlay when
applying - line up with one to help position if
unsure), if not right, easily adjust by peeling up or
moving around with your hands. The soapy water
will make this easier.
Once happy with the position use a vinyl squeegee
to gently move the water underneath outwards.
Repeat the above steps on the other side. 
If water is still underneath, gently apply heat to
absorb water and activate the adhesive. The
overlays must be completely dry before driving or
may peel off.
View our after care instructions for overlay
longevity. 

 Look at the groove or corners on the vinyl overlay
to help guide the position. 
Peel off the overlay if it hasn't been applied
correctly and try again.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are
happy to help.

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop

of baby shampoo or dish washing liquid), vinyl
squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth

wrapped around, heat gun or hair dryer. 
 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

HAVING TROUBLE:
1.

2.

3.

 
 

Tail light/reflector overlays
Recommended: Wet Installation

For best results we recommend that eyelids are 'wet applied. See
materials required for hit below 

Example Installs.
Standard above,

honeycomb below

Click to go back 
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https://www.instagram.com/reel/CS_Y28angZ3/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CXuFWADBYfy/


Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information)
Spray the surface with mild soapy water
This overlay comes with x2 large pieces and x2 small pieces to fit around the
grooves of the inner tail light. 
Peel the x1 of the large overlay pieces from the backing and spray the adhesive
side also with the soapy water. 
Place the overlay in position (take note of where there are grooves/corners on
the overlay when applying - line up with one to help position if unsure), if not
right, easily adjust by peeling up or moving around with your hands. The soapy
water will make this easier.
Once happy with the position use a vinyl squeegee to gently move the water
underneath outwards or a heat gun to gently evaporate depending on how much
water is underneath. 
Repeat the above steps on the other side. 
Peel the small overlay from the backing and apply to the tail light, filling the
remaining clear section and repeat on the other side. 
If water is still underneath, gently apply heat to absorb water and activate the
adhesive. The overlays must be completely dry before driving or may peel off.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

 Look at the groove or corners on the vinyl overlay to help guide the position. 
Peel off the overlay if it hasn't been applied correctly and try again.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish

washing liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped
around, heat gun or hair dryer. 

 
STEP BY STEP INSTALL:

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
HAVING TROUBLE:

1.
2.
3.

 
 

honda Tail light overlays
Recommended: Wet Installation

For best results we recommend that tail lights are 'wet applied. See
materials required below:

Click to go back 
to contents



Clean the area with warm soapy water to
remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more
information).
Spray the area with water. 
Peel the overlay from the backing and spray
the adhesive side with water as well.
Position in the correct position. For
Volkswagen third brake light, line up with
small circle. 
Once positioned press down in centre and
work your way out. 
Use a squeegee to smooth the overlay and
push any water to the edges.
To assist the vinyl in adhering lightly and
absorb and excess water apply heat from a
hair dryer or heat gun.
Use the vinyl squeegee to smooth and tuck
vinyl where needed.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and
we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay
longevity. 

 
 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

 
 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish washing

liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped around,
heat gun or hair dryer. 

 

Third Brake Light overlays
Recommended: Wet Installation

For best results we recommend that eyelids are 'wet applied. See
materials required for hit below 

Click to go back 
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Clean the area with warm soapy water to
remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more
information)
Spray the fog light with the soapy water. Peel
the eyelid from the backing and spray the
adhesive side also with the soapy water. 
Place the fog light in position, if not right,
easily adjust by peeling up or moving around
with your hands. The soapy water will make
this easier, 
Once happy with the position use a vinyl
squeegee or your fingers to gently move the
water underneath outwards
Repeat the above steps on the other side. 
If water is still underneath, gently apply heat
from a hair dryer or heat gun to absorb water
and activate the adhesive. The overlays must
be completely dry before driving or may peel
off.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and
we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay
longevity. 

 
 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

 
 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish washing

liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped around,
heat gun or hair dryer. 

 

FOG Light overlays
Recommended: Wet Installation

For best results we recommend that eyelids are 'wet applied. See
materials required for hit below 

Check out 
video for

 installation

Click to go back 
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https://www.instagram.com/reel/CaEUyo9o189/


Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any
dirt and dust (see before and after care of vinyl
overlays for more information).
Peel the overlay from the backing, position in the
middle and stick down, applying pressure.Most badge
overlays will have a thin chrome border around the
item. 
If a crease appears, attempt to lift that section of the
vinyl and smooth out. Although small products should
not crease if applied carefully. 
To assist the vinyl in adhering lightly apply heat from a
hair dryer or heat gun if you feel it has not stuck.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are
happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of

baby shampoo or dish washing liquid), vinyl squeegee or
similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped around,

heat gun or hair dryer. 
 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 
 

Small Vinyl overlays
Recommended: Dry Installation

Instructions Compatible With: Volkswagen GTI/R, Audi, Ford ST/RS,
Hyundai N, GR Yaris

Click to go back 
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Clean the area with warm soapy water to
remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more
information).
Remove the VW badge for more seamless
installation.
Apply the individual inlay pieces in the
corresponding spots. 
Re-attach VW badge. 
Contact us if you have made a mistake and
we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay
longevity. 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

 
 

Volkswagen Badge Inlay
Recommended: Dry Installation

Instructions Compatible With: All Volkswagen Inlays and Volkswagen
Badge Overlays, Non radar front & rear.

Volkswagen Badge OVERLAY
Clean the area with warm soapy water to
remove any dirt and dust (see before and
after care of vinyl overlays for more
information).
Peel the VW emblem from the backing, and
position on the badge holding the clear
overlay. 
Once in the correct spot, apply pressure to
the overlay.
Once the product is adhered to the badge,
gently peel off the clear overlay.
Contact us if you have made a mistake and
we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay
longevity. 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Click to go back 
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Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Lightly spray the surface the vinyl is being applied to with soapy water. 
Peel the overlay from the backing and lightly spray the adhesive side with water
also. 
Apply the individual pieces in the corresponding spots, repeating the step above
on each. 
Once positioned smooth with fingers or squeegee and wipe with microfibre cloth. 
If water is not absorbed, lightly apply some heat from a heat gun or hair dryer. 
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

MATERIALS: 
Spray bottle filled with warm soapy water (small drop of baby shampoo or dish

washing liquid), vinyl squeegee or similar bank card with a microfibre cloth wrapped
around, heat gun or hair dryer. 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Hyundai Stripe Accent Overlays
Recommended: Wet Installation 

Instructions Compatible With: Hyundai Front Splitter Accent Overlay/
Diffuser Overlay/ Rear Bumper Stripe

Click to go back 
to contents



Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Peel the overlay from the backing and position on surface.
Smooth from one across to the other, allowing the overlay to properly adhere. 
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Volkswagen Grille Dechrome/Blackout

Recommended: Dry Installation 
Instructions Compatible With: Volkswagen Grill Blackout and Dechromes

Click to go back 
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Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Peel the overlay from the backing and position on the handle by lining up the
back corner first, keep in mind edges are to be tucked so no chrome is visible. 
If alignment is off the first time, gently lift up and re position. 
Once happy with the position, use your fingers or a squeegee applying pressure
to adhere the vinyl, starting from the centre pushing the air out towards the
edges. 
To tuck the excess vinyl around the edges heat the area with a heat gun and
mould the vinyl into the edges. 
Use a squeegee along the edges to secure in place further. 
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

tesla Center console overlay
Recommended: Dry Installation 

Squeegee necessary 
 

Click to go back 
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TESLA boot trim overlay
Recommended: Dry Installation 

Squeegee necessary and heat gun recommended.

Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Position the overlay in place. If alignment is off the first attempt, gently lift up and
re position. 
Use a squeegee and start applying pressure from the middle out with your fingers
or a squeegee, working any out to the outside edges. 
If the overlay is not adhering or edges are not tightly stuck, gently apply heat from
a heat gun or hair dryer.
Once applied, leave your car in the sun for 30mins, this further assists in
adhering the overlay. 
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.



Clean the area with warm soapy water to remove any dirt and dust (see before
and after care of vinyl overlays for more information).
Peel the overlay from the backing and determine which piece is applied to which
tail light and section. 
Start applying the first piece, lining up corners/edges. Place gently and lift and
realign if no in the correct spot. 
Once happy with the position, use your fingers or a squeegee applying pressure
to adhere the vinyl, starting from the centre pushing the air out towards the
edges. 
To tuck the excess vinyl around the edges heat the area with a heat gun and
mould the vinyl into the edges. 
Use a squeegee along the edges to secure in place further. 
Repeat the above steps for all overlays. 
Contact us if you have made a mistake and we are happy to help.
View our after care instructions for overlay longevity. 

STEP BY STEP INSTALL:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

TESLA Full tail light tint Overlay
Recommended: Dry Installation 

Heat gun or hair dryer and squeegee necessary to smooth vinyl around
edges. 

 

Click to go back 
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Install/Vinyl ProblemS

Gently lift the overlay from the surface of the car, apply some heat lightly from a heat
gun or hair dryer to remove the crease.  Spray the surface of the car and the adhesive

side of the overlay with soapy water and attempt installation again. 

 
 

Have you creased the vinyl during

installation?

My overlay has a bubble

If there is a bubble during installation, it is likely from a little bit o dust or air. First attempt
to push the air bubble our with a squeegee or (credit card wrapped in a microfibre cloth).
if the bubble won't budge, you can prick it with a pin to let the air out. Bubble do occur oft

 
 

My overlay is ruined

If you have unsuccessfully applied the overlay due a what you believe is a fitment issue,
before peeling it off and tossing it we recommend snapping a quick picture. We are

more than happy to assist but often like to see the problem. If that is the case, send the
photo and the issue to admin@21overlays.com.au where you will be provided with a

solution. 
 

Please understand manufacture issues can occur sometimes and we we are not often
aware until informed by a customer when fitting the product. In these instances we will

always correct the problem and provide a solution. 

My overlay doesn't fit

If you have unsuccessfully applied the overlay, before peeling it off and tossing it we
recommend snapping a quick picture. We are more than happy to assist those who have

difficulty but our team will often ask to see the problem. If that is the case, send the
photo and the issue to admin@21overlays.com.au where you will be provided with a

solution 
 

Click to go back 
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@21overlays @21overlays

Need more help? COntact us 

Email: admin@21overlays.com


